RUDOLPH FOUND IN KANAS PENITENTIARY; SERVING TERM FOR ROBBERY AT LOUISBURG.


RUDOLPH WASHING, a native of the State of New York, who was arrested at the 1st and 2nd Streets, in this city, in the early hours of the morning, was brought to the central police station, where he was turned over to the officers for further investigation.

A warrant for his arrest was issued by the police at 12:00 o'clock this morning, and he was taken to the county jail.

HANNA'S CONDITION GIVES MORE HOPE.

A number of persons were present at the building where the man was killed, and they all stated that the deceased was taken to the hospital, where he was placed in the care of Dr. H. S. Frey.

The body was taken from the hospital and transported to the county jail, where it was turned over to the coroner.

ARE NO NEW COMPLICATIONS.

Only four new cases of the men are known to have been reported in this city, and it is stated that the men are suffering from pneumonia and bronchitis.

WASHING, who is a native of the city, was taken to the hospital, where he was placed in a room where he was attended by Dr. H. S. Frey.

The body was taken to the county jail, where it was turned over to the coroner.

“BILL” RUDOLPH’S CRIME, CAPTURE AND SENSATIONAL JAIL ESCAPE

H. W. Storer, superintendent of the St. Louis penitentiary, has ordered a search made for the body of the man who was killed in the county jail.

The body was taken to the central police station, where it was turned over to the officers for further investigation.

A warrant for his arrest was issued by the police at 12:00 o'clock this morning, and he was taken to the county jail.

LAND FIGHTING BEGINS ALONG YALU RIVER; EIGHTY OF MIKADO’S MEN REPORTED CAPTURED; JAPANESE WAR SHIPS NEAR AND FIRING IS HEARD; RUSSIAN MINISTER AND GUARDS LEAVE KOREA.

Germany Prepares to Quarter Seven Regiments in Canada to the Northern Coast of Ireland; if British Interests Become Involved—Denmark, Ordered by British, Announces Determination to Defend Neutrality—Germany, It is Assured, May Make a Demonstration in Favor of the Government if it Is Ordered to War.

JAPANESE NOW IN UNDISPUTED POSSESSION OF KOREAN CAPITAL AND PUSHING LAND FORCES NORTHWARD RAPIDLY.

Washington, D.C.—The announcement of the Japanese government, that it had suspended all trade with Korea, was made known to the public this morning.

The announcement was made by the Japanese government, which has announced that it had suspended all trade with Korea, and has ordered the Japanese military to withdraw from the region.

Washington, D.C.—The announcement of the Japanese government, that it had suspended all trade with Korea, was made known to the public this morning.

The announcement was made by the Japanese government, which has announced that it had suspended all trade with Korea, and has ordered the Japanese military to withdraw from the region.

WAR SITUATION AS PICTURED BY THE YOSHIO SHIMO, A LEADING JAPANESE NEWSPAPER.

The series is intended to show Japan’s firm attitude from the beginning of the negotiations and Russia’s gradual transformation from a threatening Communist to a beguiling dog by a mere display of force. Following the Japanese style, the picture reads down, from right to left.

GERMANY FEARS THE "YELLOW PERIL.""}

The Secretary of the Treasury, Mr. Welles, told the House committee on the subject of the United States' financial situation, that the Germans were in no danger of being "yellow peril."" He said that the United States was not in a position to make any concessions to the Germans, and that the Germans were not in a position to make any concessions to the United States.

AMERICAN SHIP HELD BY RUSSIAN OFFICIALS.

The Secretary of the Treasury, Mr. Welles, told the House committee on the subject of the United States' financial situation, that the Germans were in no danger of being "yellow peril."" He said that the United States was not in a position to make any concessions to the Germans, and that the Germans were not in a position to make any concessions to the United States.

AMERICAN SHIP HELD BY RUSSIAN OFFICIALS.
FRANCE GIVES PROTECTION TO RUSSIAN SHIPS

KRATZ SAYS HE HAS "GOODS ON" RICH MEN "IN BLACK AND WHITE"

WPAA: Fugitive Now Seeking Change of Venue, Seeks to Tell His Full Story, But Is Advised to Hold His Peace.

WRIT A STATEMENT, THEN TORE IT ALL UP

Believing That He Has Been Mistaken by Men Whom He Protected, He Hopes to Help His Case by a Confession and Accusation.

REWANTED FOR BANK ROBBERY

JAPANESE IN BAKO TO HAVE GAINED A FOOTHOLD IN MANCHURIA AND SCOURING PARTIES REPORTED IN THE REGION OF MUKDEN FAR NORTH OF PORT ARTHUR.

ACTION MAY LEAD TO INTERNATIONAL COMPLICATIONS.

Scale of War Visions on the Way From the Mediterranean to Yellow Sea. Take Refuge in a French Port on Coast of Somaliland.

POSITIVE IDENTIFICATION OF "GORMY" AS BURST RUSSIAN MADE BY PHILIBER AND JANNER DAWSON AT THE LOUISIANA FESTIVALS TODAY.

THE APPEAL WAS TO THE COURT. "GORMY" IDENTIFIED AS BURST RUSSIAN MADE BY PHILIBER AND JANNER.

Compromising Photographs Alone Show's Beyond Doubt "Charles Gorney" Is Rudolph

Photographs of "Gorney" Taken in the Louisiana, Prove He Has Been Linked to the Russian Plot, and the War Council's Decree in His Favor Is Opened Under Charge of Espionage.

These two pictures of "Gorney," taken in the Louisiana, prove he has been linked to the Russian plot. The war council's decree in his favor is now open under charge of espionage.

GOT DEPOSITS FROM SEVERAL

MISS BARTLETT'S STORY ABOUT HER ROBBER AND HOW HE LINKED UP

Three pictures of "Gorney," taken in the Louisiana, prove he has been linked to the Russian plot. The war council's decree in his favor is now open under charge of espionage.

Rogues Gallery Pictures of Rudolph Taken in St. Louis

PHOTOGRAPHS OF "GORMY" TAKEN WHEN HE WAS CAPTURED

A LITTLE WARMER EACH HOUR. But Weather Will Gradually Improve but Will Not Be Sporadic. The National Weather Bureau say it will be a warm spell through the week.

POLICY SLIPS ARE GRANDJURY CLEWS

Hope for Recovery of Dr. J. H. Simon

Health Commissioner's Condition Is Graver, but Physicians Say He is Not in Peril. The patient has been in a coma for a week, but doctors now say his condition is stable.

600 RUSSIAN TROOPS FROZEN TO DEATH

Detachment of Soldiers Perish While Marching Across the Bleak Ice Field That Covers Lake Balkan in Siberia

MISSING HUSBAND 7 1/2 FEET TALL

Have You Seen Miss in St. Louis? The Police Say He Isn't Here.

POLITICIS

World's Fair Loan Goes to President

World's Fair Loan Goes to President

The Bill Will Be Signed Today! Night! It Will Be Signed Today! Night!

YOU CAN KEEP IT. Big Rand, of downtown, of Mary's 73 Feet Deep Dolby's Department Store Mystery.

Temperature in Other Cities.

VIEW LOOKS UP PICTURES.

View looking up a picture.
How It Overtook Bill Rudolph After One of the Most Remarkable Man-Hunts in Criminal History—Story of the Terrible "Yegg" Secret Organization.

"THE CAMERA NEVER LIES"
By Chief of Detectives William Demand.

The camera never lies. The photograph is the best means on earth for the identification of a person, whether criminal or not. Written descriptions are expressions of a mind's eye picture and must be translated to the understanding of the reader. Photographs are instantaneous and minute-like likenesses that need no translation. Descriptions may omit details—small but important, the camera never does. In my career, I have never yet been unable to identify a man by his photograph.

At 9 A.M. exactly, Commissioner Howard E. Ayers, the Democratic candidate for mayor, was seated at the desk in his office in the mayor's mansion. In the rear, behind him, was a large table laden with papers. On one corner of the table was a small box containing a roll of film, and beside the box was a camera. The camera was the latest model, having a lens of 8 inches in diameter and capable of taking pictures from two inches to six feet in length. The lens was covered with a black cloth, and the front of the camera was held steady by a strong tripod. The tripod was supported by a large round ball, which rested on the floor. The tripod was adjustable, and the camera could be moved in any direction without disturbing the balance of the machine.

And this was before the public knew it. The public knew it before they had seen any photographs. The public knew it before they had heard any stories. The public knew it before they had read any newspaper accounts. The public knew it before they had talked about it.

William A. Pinkerton, the founder of the Pinkerton Detective Agency, was seated at the desk in his office in the downtown hotel. He was dressed in a suit of gray flannel, and his hair was white. He had a cigar in his mouth and was reading a newspaper. He was the most respected man in the city, and his every word was listened to with the greatest attention. The public knew it before they had heard of the Pinkerton Detective Agency. The public knew it before they had heard of any detectives. The public knew it before they had heard of any law enforcement.

BY WILLIAM A. PINKERTON
Chief of the Pinkerton Detective Agency.

I regard the hunt after William Rudolph as one of the most remarkable we have ever undertaken. Almost every railroad in the United States and Canada was "robbed" by our men.

The "yeggs," as they are called today, are far more dangerous than the old-time burglars. Where it took the old timer all night to crack a safe these tramps will do a similar job in two hours, and yet escape with it. Instead of carrying heavy kits of tools, all they need is a stick of nitroglycerin, or "yegg," a detonating cap, and the smallest kind of crevice in the safe door.

The "yeggs" are a dangerous menace to law and order and should be broken up.